Introduction.
After that M. Tomita [5] proposed the existence of the modular automorphisms several proofs of Tomita-Takesaki theorem have been given by Takesaki, van Daele, Haagerup (unpublished) and Zsido [4, 6, 7, 8] , but none of these is elementary. However a simple proof of the theorem for approximately finite dimensional von Neumann algebras (with a cyclic* separating vector) may be extracted by an article of N.M. Hugenholtz and J.D. Wieringa 1] , which was published very soon after the appearance of Tomita's original preprint. Motivated by the great interest that approximately finite dimensional von Neumann algebras have in Mathematics and in Physics, we present a simplified shorter version of the proof of Hugenholtz and Wieringa.
Statement and Proof.
Let S/l be a von Neumann algebra acting on the Hubert space $f and ξ E $f a cyclic separating vector for 0i and then also for its commutant 3i'. As usual we introduce the antilinear operators 
and then
By the uniqueness of the GNS representation we then see that for each finite dimensional von Neumann algebra 2fc the modular operator Δ relative to a cyclic separating vector is such that
which is a particular case of Tomita-Takesaki theory. Next step is proving the theorem when 0i is approximately finite dimensional, in the sense that there exists an increasing sequence M n C$i of finite dimensional von Newmann algebras s.t.
Then we have to prove: then, by what we know, the modular operator Δ n = S*S n is s.t.
We see also that S n = S \ Mnξ and if %C' n is the linear space 3)(S n ) with scalar product (*,y )' = (*, y) + (S n y, S n x), x,y<= 2(S n ) then W n is*a Hubert subspace of 2T; as in (1) there exists T n G d&(W n ) of norm less that 1 s.t.
LEMMA 2. Let P n G S8(#Γ) ftβ ίΛe self adjoint projection of %€' onto %' n . The operators f n = T n P n + (I -P n ) eSS(%') are s.t.
/. As U: =1^; ,= 3l£ is dense in 5ίf' by Lemma 1, the orthogonal projections F n strongly converge to / in W (we use the symbol / to indicate both the identity of SίΓ and the identity of 5ίf).
By (1) and (3) (Tx,y) = (T n x,y) if JC,yG^:
and therefore it follows that if x belongs to the dense subspace UΓ = i W n and then for each x£Γ because the f n are equibounded.
We extend the modular operators Δ n = S* n S n to the whole space π by Δ n = A n E n + I-E m then each Δ n is a positive invertible operator and we may consider Δ", ίGR. and as ||(Δ n + I)~1||^ 1, nEN, and 2Ϊ| is dense in %, we obtain the lemma.
By the isomorphism π n defined in (2) Take JC E %ξ: there exists NΈN s.t. x E Λί n £ n ^ N'. Then we have for n ^ max (N, N') σ»(A)x = τr n ( and Lemma 3 implies 
